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 Teelie's Digital Shop   Fairy Garden 

Fun Orange and Black Fairy Garden

Scenes

Take a stroll through Teelie’s Fairy Garden and enjoy some fun

with orange and black fairy gardens. We’ll be showing you
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how you can be inspired by these colors to make magic this

holiday season.

READ MORE
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Pumpkin Patch Scene

This magical scene from Teelie’s Fairy Garden has several

adorable black, and orange pumpkins, autumn leaves, and

a Pumpkin Patch sign. It would look incredible in your

fairy garden. Learn more here.
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Magical Digital Downloadable Fairy Garden

Find numerous black and orange fairy garden accessories

including fairies, witches, black cats, and pumpkins, in

Teelie’s Fairy Garden’s digital downloadable Halloween

instant fairy garden. This means you can start your

enchanted adventure right away. Just purchase, print, and

begin cutting out and assembling this amazing fairy

garden. It would look amazing as part of your décor this

Halloween. Full details are available here.
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Spend Time With Esperanza The Hope And

Faith Fairy

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month. That’s why

we want you to spend some time with an extremely

special fairy, Esperanza, the Hope, and Faith Fairy. Teelie

Turner Author has a lot of magic to share with you as

she introduces you to Esperanza. Come along on this

magical journey with us.
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READ MORE
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A Story of Hope and Faith

Discover the amazing story of Esperanza the Hope and

Faith Fairy as well as discovering all the freebies that she

has to offer you on her book page including a sneak peek

at the �rst chapter of the book, a sample illustration, and

links to our Pinterest board and meet the author. The

introduction to this magical story reads, “The Wee Folk in

the Magical Kingdom know how serious the subject of

breast cancer is, and they wanted to create a magical story

that could help bring hope and faith to anyone who is

battling this illness. That is why they created Esperanza the

Hope and Faith Fairy. In the following pages, you’ll get to

meet her and the Sutton Family. If you or someone you

know is battling this illness, know that our thoughts and

prayers are with you.” Learn more here.
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Fairy Gardening for a Cause

This magical blog post that features beautiful fairy gardens

which are all pretty in pink to commemorate breast

cancer awareness month will give you some ideas if you’d

like to create your own special pink fairy garden. When

creating a fairy garden, the important thing to remember

is that you can allow your creativity to run wild. Everything

we’re showing you are ideas, and you can mix and match

and choose your own accessories to make it completely

your own. Find the blog post here.
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Tommy Tinker and the Mystery of

the Halloween Decorations

There’s a mystery in Fairy Land and it is up to Tommy

Tinker to try and solve it. He has to �nd where all the

Halloween decorations are hiding so he can put them up.

Tommy was excited about decorating for Halloween but

when he went to get the decorations out of the boxes,

they were all empty. Keep reading to learn if Tommy Tinker

is successful at solving the mystery and see some of the

decorations that Tommy is looking for.

Read more
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Searching for Pumpkins

The little dog in the photo and I have been looking all over

Fairy Land for an assortment of pumpkins to use for

decorations. The pumpkin patches are usually over�owing

with amazing colors and intriguing designs but right now

we can’t even �nd the pumpkin patches. Some sort of

strange fog seems to be surrounding many of the gardens

in Fairy Land. We hope that you’ll have better luck �nding

the pumpkins. Try looking here.
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Miniature Treats and Candy Bags

I always enjoy setting up this fairy garden scene outside of

the candy shop in Fairy Land. I’m hoping that if I use the

right spell and some fairy dust, I’ll be able to �nd it. The

purple cake, spider and trick-or-treat bag are so cute. Full

details about this scene are available here.
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Candy Corn and Treats Scene

I had been planning to set up this scene in the ballroom at

King Henry and Queen Olivia’s castle. I know that Kindy

the Candy Corn Fairy will love it because of the candy corn

accents on the miniature cakes. It also comes with a

replica of a delicious bottle of orange soda and a cute bag

with a cat on it. I may be getting warmer in �guring out

who the culprits are when it comes to the missing

Halloween decorations. I found a unique blend of fairy dust

in the bottom of one of the boxes. Find this adorable

scene’s information here.
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Teelie Turner's Magical Fairy Book

Club

Teelie Turner’s Magical Fairy Book Club has
of�cially launched and we want you to be part

of it. You’ll receive four original and magical
stories a month and several bonuses too. It’s a
literary adventure that you won’t want to miss.

That Is $3.72 Per Week (Approximately .50 Cents per day)

For All This Fairy Magic! You will receive over 10 Digital

Downloadable Magical Items Each Week.

Learn More

Weekly On Sunday The Fairies Will Magically (with the help of a

little fairy dust) Deliver Your Magical Fairy Book To Your Member’s

Area

You Will Also Have That Week’s Super Magical Fairy Book Trailer

in Your Members Area

Each Story In The Teelie Turner’s Magical Book Club is

Completely Original And All Illustrations Are Created By Talented

Graphic Artists

Every Fairy Is Completely Original And A Unique Creation Of

Teelie Turner
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Halloween Instant Fairy  Garden

Time To Party With The Fairies! Celebrate and have a fun

Halloween Fairy Party and build a fairy garden with the

fairies and your friends! Take adorable Fun Photos to

remember your special Day! 

What you will receive

Amazing Halloween miniatures for your adorable

Halloween Fairy Garden

Have a Blast with the Halloween miniatures for a

Halloween fairy garden you can purchase for your

children, grandchildren, nieces, and friends and send

via email!! What a great gift!!

Take adorable photos and create a fairy Halloween

memory book!!

Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit

voluptatem accusantium doloremque laudantium, totam

rem aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et

quasi architecto.



Buy it now

Magical Fairy Love
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Together We Can Make A difference

Together We Can End Crimes Against The Children

My Team and I have made a commitment to support Operation

Underground Railroad

This is how We are supporting O.U.R. and how they will bene�t from

our efforts:

1. We will be donating 10% of all my net sales of my digital

products , including all my eBook , and 10% of the initial month of

the Teelie Turner ’s  Magical Fairy  Book Club.

2. Donating 10% of our net pro�t from the sales with the Product

line Called “ Magical Fairy  Love”  which includes clothing, Kids

clothing, home décor’, accessories, notebooks, etc….

3. The duration of the campaign is ongoing and donating quarterly

4. Our Goal is To Donate $5,000.00



DONATE NOW
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Join Our Fairy Fam

Teelie’s Fairy Land has a wonderful new opportunity for you. You could

become part of the fairy family and enjoy wonderful bene�ts. All the

details are provided in the attached banner.

The only other condition is that you con�rm that you will create the

instant fairy garden after you receive it in the mail, and then take

photos and send them to us so we can share them on our website
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and social media pages to help spread the word about the magic of

fairy land.

JOIN NOW

Teelie's Fairy Garden

4320 196th Street SW Suite B, Lynnwood

WA 98036 United States
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